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ABSTRACT 

The stress field distribution in composite cross ply laminates damaged by matrix cracking is analyzed through an ap-
proach which uses several hypotheses to simplify the damage state. The proposed cracking criterion involves the partial 
components of the strain energy release rate associated with transverse and longitudinal cracking. The respective con-
tributions of the 0˚ and 90˚ layers to the damage process are also investigated. The initiation of transverse and longitu-
dinal cracking mechanisms is predicted. We also give an assessment of the influence of each individual component of 
the stress tensor on the strain energy release rate of the damaged laminate. 
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1. Introduction 

Composite laminates are used in structural applications 
thanks to their high strength to weight ratio; however, 
their durability still needs to be carefully assessed. For a 
composite cross-ply laminate subjected to uniaxial static 
or fatigue tensile loading, the first type of damage ob-
served is usually transverse cracking. This damage 
causes an interlaminar stress concentration at the crack 
tips. On one hand high interlaminar stress levels may 
entail the debonding of layers at the interface of the plies 
with different orientations and/or on the other they may 
also cause matrix cracking between fibres in the layers 
parallel to the loading axes. It is well known and experi-
mentally observed that the stiffness of a composite 
structure is reduced by the growth of the transverse crack 
damage. Moreover, a composite structure damaged by 
incipient delamination or longitudinal cracking must be 
repaired. The main objective of this work is to study the 
initiation and evolution of transverse and longitudinal 
cracking damage. 

1.1. Experiment Observations 

This study was prompted by experimental results re-
ported in [1-3]. Under the loading conditions (monotonic 

and fatigue tests) the first damage mode is usually trans-
verse cracking. Two notable stages are characteristic of 
this damage mode: its initiation or occurrence of the first 
transverse crack called “first ply failure (FPF)” on one 
hand and the limiting state when no more transverse 
crack can be created, named “characteristic damage state 
(CDS)” on the other. Afterwards, it was observed that the 
nature of the second damage depends on the following 
parameters: the laminate geometry, for example the 
thicknesses of the 0˚ or 90˚ layers, the nature of the fi-
bre/matrix constituents, the loading history and the 
manufacturing cycle. For instance, the authors of [1,2] 
observed the initiation and growth of delamination in a 
thick laminate. Ply separation is caused by the increase 
of interlanimar normal and shearing stresses, σzz and σxz 
respectively. In thin laminates, the damage mode succes-
sion is different. Some authors [1,3] observed that the 
second damage mode, which follows transverse cracking, 
is longitudinal cracking. In this case, local delamination 
appears between 0˚ and 90˚ layers, near the crossing of 
longitudinal and transverse cracks, only when longitudi-
nal cracks are widespread. In each case, the accumulation 
of the different damage modes causes fibre breaking in 
the 0˚ layers. All fibre breaks entail “splitting” which 
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appears just before the ultimate failure of the laminate. 

1.2. Damage Models 

For modelling the strain/stress relationship during dam-
age growth, analytical and numerical approaches have 
been proposed. Several models describe the initiation of 
the first damage mode. They mainly rely on some stress 
field distribution and a relationship between loading and 
crack density is usually proposed. The simplest models, 
called “shear lag analyses” [4-6], usually involve ele-
mentary assumptions regarding the displacement and 
stress distributions. Other models such as variational 
approaches, whose principles are explained in [7,8], use 
the principle of minimum complementary energy [9-12]. 
Other studies rely on the finite element method [13,14]. 
Alternative models are based on phenomenological ap-
proaches [15,16], self-consistent analyses [17,18] or ap-
proaches relying on specific aspects of the cracks pat-
terns [19]. Hashin [20] analyses longitudinal and trans-
verse cracking through a variational model, with a re-
strictive hypothesis of constant trough-thickness normal 
stress distribution in each damaged layer. Binienda et al. 
[21], who propose a finite element approach, use an en-
ergy criterion to analyze the influence of the material on 
the strain energy release rate. 

Longitudinal cracking is similar to transverse cracking, 
but appears in the layers where fibres are parallel to the 
main loading direction, and longitudinal cracks are not 
always continuous [11,22]. For some laminates, longitu-
dinal cracking does not occur before the end of life of the 
structure. In other laminates, longitudinal cracks can ap-
pear before the ultimate failure of the laminate. The ob-
served behaviour principally depends on the nature of the 
material constituents, the layer stacking sequence and the 
type of loading. For these reasons, the investigation of 
longitudinal cracking is often ignored by many models. 
In the present approach, relying on experimental obser-
vations, we suppose that the longitudinal cracks are con-
tinuous and that they span the whole length of the studied 
specimen. 

1.3. Failure Criterion 

In the literature, several approaches have been proposed 
to investigate the development of the different types of 
damage in cross-ply laminates and several kinds of crite-
ria have been proposed [23], among them maximum 
stress based approaches. Other kinds of criteria [12,24,25] 
rely on the energy release rates associated with each type 
of damage. Our interest in damage mechanism evolution 
and succession lead us to bring out the respective contri-
butions of the transverse or longitudinal damage mecha-
nism development which can be found in the strain en-

ergy release rate [26,27]. In this article, the strain energy 
release rate is expressed through an appropriate semi- 
analytical model and decomposed into individual com-
ponents related to damage mechanisms. Only the most 
significant components need to be retained to obtain a 
good approximation of the whole strain energy release 
rate. In contrast to the simplest models encountered in 
the literature, which only take into account the normal 
stress in the loading direction, the general model used 
here allows a thorough investigation of the strain energy 
release rate to be achieved. In the energetical model pro-
posed in [27,28], the strain energy properties is investi-
gated for laminates with arbitrary stacking sequence. The 
present study is restricted to damage growth in cross ply 
laminates. Here, we again use the decomposition of the 
strain energy of the whole laminate already proposed in 
[26]. This analysis relies upon some estimate of the role 
of each strain energy component in the initiation and 
propagation of a given damage mechanism, such as 
transverse cracking or longitudinal cracking. Thus each 
component of the stress tensor can be associated with one 
pair of damage mechanism. After numerous numerical 
simulations, it could be established that the influence of a 
given component of the stress field on some of the dam-
age mechanisms can often be neglected [29]. In this arti-
cle we use some further results to validate this hypothesis. 
The present study also gives a critical assessment of sev-
eral simple cracking models; namely, the proposed ap-
proach provides a justification for using the only normal 
stress in the loading direction in damage criteria. Con-
cerning the initiation of transverse cracking, this kind of 
assumption gives good results. However, when the evo-
lutions of transverse cracking or the transition to other 
types of damage are of interest, the simplest damage 
models cannot be used. In these cases, a more accurate 
description of the stress field is necessary. Besides inves-
tigating transverse crack growth, the present paper aims 
at analyzing the influence of longitudinal cracking on 
strain energy release rate. All numerical simulations are 
performed for a thin 8-ply cross ply laminate. Balanced 
laminates correspond to a constraining parameter equal 
to 1 (λ = 1); rigid laminates are obtained for λ < 1; and 
soft laminates are in the range λ < 1. The computation of 
the strain energy release rate associated to the different 
damage types, transverse cracking, longitudinal cracking 
and delamination is developed in [26]. In the article [29], 
the proposed results concern the decomposition of the 
strain energy release rate of each layer of the laminate. In 
the article [29] we presented the strain energy release rate 
associated to the different types of damage associated 
with the three damage modes (mode I (opening mode), 
mode II (sliding mode) and mode III (tearing mode)). 
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1.4. Analyze of the Strain Energy Release Rate 

In the present article, we further develop the above 
analysis by first providing the numerical values of all 
parts of the decomposition of the strain energy release 
rate (part of each component of the stress tensor) associ-
ated to each damage type (even those corresponding to 
parts of the strain energy which can be considered neg-
ligible). This approach will help to explain the influence 
of each component of the stress tensor and one of its 
main outcomes is to help discussing classical assump-
tions used in simplified stress based models; indeed 
simplified model can easily predict the initiation of 
transverse cracking damage, whereas is it necessary to 
used refined model to describe the transition between the 
different damage mode, to predict the behaviour of bal-
anced laminates and the influence of the constraining 
parameter. 

2. Model 

2.1. Problem Position 

For all the computations performed, the studied specimen 
is in fact confined to a [0m, 90n]s, composite cross-ply 
laminate as represented in Figure 1. The parameters used 
to describe the laminate architecture are the λ coefficient 
(λ = t0/t90 where t0 is the 0˚ ply thickness and t90 is the 
90˚ ply thickness) and the thicknesses of the 0˚ and 90˚ 
plies. For laminates subjected to monotonic loading, in 
the 0˚ layers fibre breaks can occur [25]. The loading 
history has no influence on the transverse crack density 
at the saturation level (CDS) [26]. After that, the longitu-
dinal crack density still increases and delaminations form 
along the longitudinal cracks. With the proposed ap-
proach by hypothesis, longitudinal cracks are taken con-

tinuous. In the present study, only results pertaining to 
thin 8-ply cross-ply laminates are presented. The energy 
model used here gives good results for small stiffness 
laminates. However, although the proposed approach is 
successful for thin laminates, for thicker and more rigid 
laminates, the method gives approximate good results. 
Based on linear elastic fracture mechanics, the estimated 
values of the strain energy release rates are computed in 
a pre-damaged laminate, a method used in several dam-
age models. Thus, there are already existing transverse 
and longitudinal cracks. Then, the progression of trans-
verse cracking damage is described in the following way. 
We consider a laminate with a periodic array of trans-
verse cracks in the inner 90˚ layer. Damage initiation 
occurs when the spacing between two consecutive cracks 
is very large (say, infinite). The relevance of this “infi-
nite” value was numerically assessed with several models 
[24,30]. Using as a damage parameter the ratio of the 
distance between two consecutive cracks to the damaged 
thickness layer ( 90a a t ), the strain energy evolution 
associated with the propagation of the transverse crack 
damage can be estimated. In [12,24] the strain energy 
release rates associated with two related problems are 
compared: a single transverse crack across the specimen 
width and two consecutive transverse cracks which span 
the whole width of the laminate. The equivalence of the 
two problems was assessed. For studying longitudinal 
cracking with the continuous crack hypothesis, a similar 
method can be used. The longitudinal damage growth is 
estimated with a fixed value of the transverse crack den-
sity, for numerical simulations. The laminate is supposed 
to be “pre-cracked”. The initiation of the longitudinal 
damage is obtained for an infinite value of the damage 
parameter (ratio of the spacing between two consecutive  

 

 

Figure 1. Laminate damaged by transverse and longitudinal cracks.   
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cracks to the central damaged layer thickness). The 
problem at hand is thus to compute the strain energy re-
lease rate for a laminate which is supposed to be previ-
ously damaged by transverse and longitudinal cracks, see 
Figure 1 for the whole cross-ply laminate. 

The accepted assumptions for the crack geometries in 
the two types of layers of the laminate are as follows. 
The cracks surfaces are supposed to have a rectangular 
plane geometry. Each crack extends over the whole 
thickness and the whole width of the 90˚ damaged ply. 
Similar assumptions are made for the longitudinal cracks 
in the two 0˚ layers. Moreover, the crack distribution is 
supposed to be uniform along both x and y directions, i.e. 
for transverse cracks and for longitudinal cracks. With 
these assumptions, it is sufficient to study the only “unit 
damaged cell”. This “unit damaged cell” thus lies be-
tween two consecutive transverse and longitudinal cracks. 
We give in [22] the summary of the method used to es-
timate the stress field distribution in the cracked laminate. 
The proposed analytical model is based on a variational 
approach relying on the proper choice of a statically ad-
missible stress field [22]. 

In the damaged laminate, the stress field in the two 
layers has the following form: 

     0T k k P k
ij ij ij                (1) 

In the undamaged laminate loaded in the x direction, 
the layers experience a uniform plane stress state  
obtained by the laminate plate theory (where k is the ply 
index, k = 0˚, 90˚). The orthogonal cracks induce stress 
perturbations in the 0˚ and 90˚ layers which are denoted 

 [22]. In the present approach, for the sake of 
simplicity, thermal stresses are not taken into account. 

 0 k
ij

 T k
ij

2.2. Strain Energy Release Rate 

As explained in the previous section, the laminate is 
supposed to be damaged by “pre-existing” transverse and 
longitudinal cracks. The size of the unit damaged cell 
depends on the transverse and longitudinal damage levels 
in the 90˚ and 0˚ layers. The strain energy release rate G 
associated with the initiation and development of intra 
ply cracking for a given stress state is defined by the fol-
lowing expression: 

 d
, with

d d dG U A U N M U
A

  
cel       (2) 

where  is the strain energy of the whole laminate  dU

and A is the cracked area. Let L1 denote the laminate 
length in the x direction and L2 its width in the y direction 
(Figure 1). The strain energy in the damaged unit cell is 
denoted by celU N  ( 1 902atN L ) is the number of 
transverse cracks and M ( 2 902M L bt ) is the number 
of longitudinal cracks. Dimensionless quantities are 
defined by, 90x x t , 90y y t , 90z z t , 90h h t , 

90a a t , 90b b t  and the constraining parameter is 

0 90t t  . The transverse crack density is defined by  
dt (dt = 1/2a) and the longitudinal crack density is d (d  = 
1/2b). The crack area is 

l l

1 2 1 A L L a b  . We will 
now distinguish between the strain energy release rate 
associated with different damage mechanisms. The strain 
energy release rates associated with transverse and 
longitudinal cracking are denoted GFT and GFL respectively. 
The transverse (resp. longitudinal) cracking growth is 
characterized by the increase of the transverse (resp. lon-
gitudinal) crack surface initiated in the 90˚ (resp. 0˚) lay-
ers.  

All details are given in [25]. Then: 
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2.3. Decomposition of the Strain Energy  
Release Rate 

The strain energy (2) is decomposed to display the 
contribution of each the stress product in the strain 
energy. The following quantities  are related to the 
products in pairs of the components of the stress tensor, 
they are given by the expression (8): 

k
ijU
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where V0 is the half volume of the 0˚ plies ( x a , 
y b , and 90z t ) and V90 is the half volume of the 

90˚ plies ( x a , y b , and 0t z h  ) in the unit 
cell. It can be remarked that in [26], cross-terms involv-
ing Poisson’s ratios were not taken into account. 

We can deduce the 16  components by: k
ijU
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The contribution of each selected component pair to 
the strain energy release rate is such that: 

d

d

k
ijk

ij

U
G

x



 where i = x, y, z and k = 0˚, 90˚    (9) 

2.4. Respective Influence of Each Layer of the 
Cross Ply Laminate 

The whole strain energy release rate of the damaged 
cross ply laminate can alternatively be decomposed into 
two parts. The first part represents the contribution to the 
strain energy of the 0˚ layers on one hand and the second 
one is the contribution of the 90˚ layer to the strain en-
ergy release rate. 

0 9G G G  0

0

               (10) 

Using the present approach, we now estimate the re-
spective contribution of each damaged layer to the whole 
strain energy release rate. This unfamiliar procedure will 
help us to understand how damage evolves in cross ply 
laminates and clarify the domain of validity of some 
simplified approaches. We also applied this type of de-
composition ( ) to six other models [12,24] 
in order to predict the initiation of transverse matrix 
cracking in the central layer of a cross ply laminate. The 
present study allows assumptions used in several 
simplified models to be validated. Analytical models 
were used and a 3D finite element analysis was per-
formed [24]. In some models, when strong hypothses are 
used to model the stress field distribution, the strain 
energy is only attributable to the normal stress in the 
damaged layer. Such models, which use simplified stress 
field distributions give good results for the initiation of 
the transverse cracking damage but they cannot describe 
the characteristic damage state (CDS). 

0 9G G G 

3. Results 

The parameters involved in the present study are the 
constraining parameter, the thickness of the two 0˚ and 
90˚ layers and the nature of the material constituent sys-
tem. The constraining parameter is λ (λ = m/n), where n 
is the number of plies with 90˚ orientation and m is the 
number of plies with 0˚ orientation. Let us recall that the 
hypothesis of continuous longitudinal cracks is used and 
that the distributions of all transverse and longitudinal 
cracks are supposed to be uniform. In all the displayed 
results, the numerical simulations are carried out for a 
prescribed uni-axial loading of 150 MPa. Only one 
T300-914 graphite/epoxy material system is studied in 
the following numerical computations (see Table 1). In  
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Table 1. Mechanical properties and ply thickness of T300/ 
914 graphite epoxy system. 

 Graphite epoxy system T300/914 

ELT (GPa) 140 

ETT’ (GPa) 10 

GLT (GPa) 5.7 

GTT’ (GPa) 3.6 

vLT 0.31 

vTT’ 0.58 

Ply thickness (mm) 0.125 

 
Figures 2-4, the variation of the initiation of the strain 
energy release rates is presented as a function of the con-
straining parameter λ for this graphite epoxy system. The 
variation of the strain energy release rates is similar for 
others materials systems not presented in this article. The 
only difference lies in the numerical values of the strain 
energy release rates. 

3.1. Respective Contribution of Each Layer of 
the Cross Ply Laminate 

The first result concerns the respective contribution of 
each layer of the damage laminate to whole strain energy 
release rate. The numerical results are computed versus 
the constraining parameter λ (λ = m/n) with 8-ply 
cross-ply laminate. For studying damage initiation, we 
used “ a ” ( 90a a t ) as a damage parameter with a very 
large numerical value. In [12], the computed results show 
that when parameter “ a ” is greater than 8, the strain en-
ergy release rate associated with the initiation of trans-
verse cracking remains stable. Selvarathinam et al. [31] 
use similar values suggested by experimental observa-
tions. Thus, in the present paper, we use this a -value to 
predict damage initiation. In all the results displayed, the 
strain energy release rate GFT (evaluated from Equation 
(3)) associated with transverse crack damage has the most 
important value. For the 8 ply cross-ply laminate at hand, 
transverse cracking is thus the first observed damage. 

We can also remark that the strain energy release rates, 
GFT or GFL (evaluated from Equations (3) and (4)) have 
similar variations with the constraining parameter λ. All 
the strain energy release rates are decreasing functions of 
parameter λ. For instance, in an 8-ply laminate, when the 
value of parameter λ is increased, the thickness of the 0˚ 
plies becomes greater. In this case, the fibers in the 0˚ 
plies carry most of the tensile loading and damage initia-
tion is delayed. Although no experimental data are re-
ported in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the results of the nu-
merical simulations confirm two main points: the pro-

posed approach agrees with experimental data for the 
initiation of transverse cracking as the first damage 
mechanism. It also predicts the readiness to initiate other 
types of damage in the case of an 8 ply laminate con-
taining a thick 90˚ layer. All results show that the main 
part of the strain energy release rate is provided from the 
90˚ damaged layer. This result can explain that simplified 
models which only take into account the damaged 90˚ 
layer give correct results for damage initiation [26]. 

3.2. Contribution of Each Individual Stress 
Component to the Strain Energy Release 
Rate 

The second result shows numerical simulations of the 
variation of partial strain energy release rates which rep-
resent the contribution of each individual stress compo-
nent to the whole strain energy release rate. The results 
provided by the different components are associated with 
transverse cracking in the 90˚ layer (Figure 3(a)), trans-
verse cracking in the 0˚ layer (Figure 3(b)), longitudinal 
cracking in the 90˚ layer (Figure 4(a)) and longitudinal 
cracking in the 0˚ layer (Figure 4(b)). All the partial 
values of the strain energy release rates are presented as 
functions of the constraining parameter λ. All the results 
are made dimensionless by dividing by the value of the 
strain energy release rate GFT in the 90˚ layer or GFL in 
the 0˚ layer respectively. 

Concerning transverse damage, Figures 3(a) and 3(b) 
show the contribution of the normal stress in the loading 
direction. In both layers, this normal stress always has 
the most important value. In the 90˚ layer, the contribu-
tion of this normal stress is practically constant and is 
about 60% of total GFT. The rest is shared between the 
contribution of the shearing component (σxz) and that of 
the normal stress (σzz) in the direction normal to the 
thickness of the laminate. For λ-values less than unity, 
the influence of the shear stress is the most important and 
for other λ-values, the normal stress contribution prevails. 
All the other contributions (evaluated from Equation (8)) 
are practically zero. Concerning the 0˚ layers, only the 
normal stress (σxx) and the shear stress (σxz) have a nota-
ble influence; the others stress components have no in-
fluence. 

For longitudinal damage, Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show 
different results. In the 90˚ layer, for λ-values less than 2, 
the main contribution is due to the normal stress in the 
thickness direction (σzz). For other λ-values, the contribu-
tion of (σyy) becomes the most important. One can notice 
that the shear component (σyz) always has a small 
non-zero contribution. All the other stress components 
have no influence. In the 0˚ layer, the main influence is 
that of the (σyy) component and it is a decreasing function 
of the constraining parameter λ. We can also notice some    
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(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 2. Respective contribution of 0˚ and 90˚ layers to the strain energy release rate as functions of constraining parameter 
λ. (a) Transverse crack (  0 90

FT FT FG G G T
0); (b) Longitudinal crack (  0 9

FL FL FG G G L ). 
 

   
(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 3. Variation of the portion of the strain energy release rate responsible for transverse cracking in the 90˚ layer (a) and 
in the 0˚ layer (b) with constraining parameter λ. 
 

   
(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 4. Variation of the portion of the strain energy release rate responsible for longitudinal cracking in the 90˚ layer (a) 
and in the 0˚ layer (b) with constraining parameter λ.  
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contribution of the shear component (σyz). These numeri- 
cal simulations leads us to a partial conclusion: when 
studying the development of transverse and longitudinal 
cracking, the contribution of the 90˚ layers stems from 
the normal stresses (σxx), (σyy), (σzz) and the shear stress 
(σxz), whereas the contribution of the 0˚ layers stems from 
the normal stresses (σyy), (σzz) and the shear stress (σyz). 

3.3. Transverse and Longitudinal Cracking  
Initiation and Evolution 

The third result (Figure 5) shows the variation of the GFT 
and GFL strain energy release rates. The strain energy 
release rate is plotted versus crack density (cm–1) for two 
carbon epoxy 8-ply laminates; results are given for [02, 
902]s and [0, 903]s laminates. 

Both laminates exhibit similar variations with the 
crack density. Laminate [0, 903]s which has a thick 90˚ 
layer, gives the most important GFT value. This is in good 
agreement with experimental results, which show that it 
is easier to initiate a crack in a compliant laminate. Using 
the above result, one can study the variation of the strain 
energy release rates GFT or GFL associated with the mul- 
tiplication of transverse cracks or the initiation of the 
longitudinal cracking respectively, with the transverse 
crack density. The critical transverse crack density cor- 
responding to the crack initiation in the 0˚ layer is ob- 
tained at the intersection of the GFT and the GFL curves (if 
the Gc of the transverse and longitudinal cracking value 
are equal). This is confirmed by experimental results and 
previous numerical results relying on the analyse of the 
strain energy release rate. For the two laminates investi- 
gated, the curves generally intersect for a transverse 
crack density equal to 15 cm–1. At this stage of the trans- 
verse damage, longitudinal cracking appears. 

4. Conclusions 

The laminate at hand is supposed to be “pre-damaged” 
by transverse and longitudinal cracks to investigate the 
initiation and development of transverse and longitudinal 
cracking. Simplifying assumptions on the crack geometry, 
crack distribution and continuous longitudinal cracks are 
used. The respective contributions of the 0˚ and 90˚ plies 
to the longitudinal crack damage are computed. Another 
investigation displays the contributions of the different 
components of the stress tensor. It is shown that, for 
properly describing the longitudinal cracking process, a 
refined computation of all the normal stresses and the 
inclusion of some shear stress components are necessary. 
Only one material system is studied. For other materials, 
similar variations of the strain energy release rate G 
would be obtained, with different numerical values. The 
G-values are presented as functions of the constraining 

parameter λ. Distinguishing between the strain energy  

 

Figure 5. Partial strain energy release rates GFT and GFL 
versus transverse crack density for two [02, 902]s and [0, 
903]s laminates. 
 
release rate in the 90˚ and 0˚ layers allows to show that for 
small λ-values, it is easier to initiate damage. The curves 
displayed confirm that transverse cracking first occurs in 
the 90˚ layers. The results obtained for the contribution of 
each component of the stress tensor show that only 5 terms 
pertaining to the 3 normal stresses and 2 shearing stresses 
have to be estimated, and that it is not necessary to take 
into account the cross-terms involving Poisson’s ratios. 
These results give an interpretation of Figure 5 for inves-
tigating the initiation of longitudinal cracks. 
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